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Introduction
These publications are a result of my frustration trying to find those little tidbits of information that are
spread throughout many books manuals and papers. It is my attempt at putting it all in one place and
making it easier to find. I hope you will also find it useful.
The publications will only detail officially manufactured mechanisms, I will not attempt to describe
any improvised devices or methods.
It should be noted that the photos are certainly not all mine, I have been collecting photos from other
collectors, museums and off the net for years and as a result of poor record keeping in many cases have
no idea where I found them. If you find one of your photos in here and your name is not in the credits,
please accept my apologies for using it without permission.
This book is not simply my effort, many people have contributed to its completion, have read it over,
offered corrections and pointed out blatant errors. You know who you are and my thanks for your
help. If you happen to find one of those errors, please let me know so I can correct it.
Enough said, on to the interesting bits……………
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The Australian F1/F1A1 combination switch was developed in the 1960’s and adopted by Australia. It
was offered to the ABCA (America, Britain, Canada, Australia) countries and was also adopted by
them all. It was subsequently adopted by a number of other countries.
Known countries that have adopted the switch are:
Australia– F1A1, F2A1, F3A1
Britain– L4A1, L5A1
Canada– F1A1
Egypt– M338
South Korea– KM142, K471
New Zealand– F1A1, F2A1, F3A1
Norway– M142F1, M142N
Singapore– BTI-1
United States– M142
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Australia
Canada
New Zealand
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Firing Device, Combination, F1

Country– Australia
Type– Combination
Introduced 1966
This is the forerunner to the F1A1 firing device. This is the
prototype sent to the ABCA (America, Britain, Canada,
Australia) countries for evaluation in 1966. The only
difference between the two devices is that the F1 is square
instead of round in cross section. It was quickly replaced
in service by the F1A1.

Firing Device, Combination, F1

It uses a coupling base assembly that has a
percussion cap and live detonator that is protected
by a plastic protective cover.
The device is coloured olive drab with yellow
markings on the container and on the protective
cover of the detonator.
The device is supplied in a tin containing the
combination switch, a “Coupling Base, Firing
Device, F1”, tension release attachment, 50 feet of
trip wire, fastening nails and screws and a sheet of
setting instructions.

Side view of device showing sear engaged in detent of
firing pin.

Firing Device, Combination, F2 Practice
Country– Australia
Type– Combination
Introduced 1966

It uses a coupling base assembly that has a percussion cap and practice detonator containing a small
amount of powder. The practice detonator is protected by a plastic protective cover. When fired it
makes a sharp report and splits open the practice detonator.
The container and device are coloured blue with yellow markings on the container and on the
protective cover of the practice detonator.

Firing Device, Combination, F3, Inert
Country– Australia
Type– Combination
Introduced 1966
This is an instructional unit used for classroom instruction. It uses a coupling base assembly that has
an inert percussion cap and inert detonator with a hole drilled through it. The inert detonator is
protected by a plastic protective cover.
The container and device are coloured dark blue with white markings on the container only.
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Firing Device, Combination, F1A1

Country– Australia/Canada/New Zealand
Type– Combination
Introduced 1969
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body Material- Plastic
This device was introduced in 1969 and
has since been adopted by a number of
nations such as Canada, Britain, United
States, Norway, New Zealand and South
Korea.
Firing Device, Combination, F1A1
The device is a compact unit capable of
initiating a boobytrap via Pull, Pressure,
Release, or Tension Release depending on how it is set. The device will operate under a pressure of
11.3 kg, a pull of 3.2 kg, or a release of pressure or tension of 1.1 kg.
The device is made of plastic in a basically
cylindrical form. There are lugs and
recesses molded onto the body that allows
it to be screwed, nailed or wired in almost
any position. A slot in the top of the body
accepts the sear plate that is held in
position by two pins, one with a round
head and one with a square head. A
positive safety pin fits through the barrel of
the body preventing the striker from hitting
the percussion cap. An alternative set of
holes for the positive safety are located at
90 degrees from the normal holes. The
Side view of device showing sear engaged in detent of striker is made of aluminum with a plastic
firing pin.
four pronged guide and spring stop near the
point. The rear portion of the striker has a
groove that engages the sear. A striker spring fits over the striker. The striker and spring fit into the
body compressing the spring until the sear on the bottom of the sear plate engages the groove in the
striker.
The device is issued in a round tin or plastic case containing everything required to set the device in
any mode. Contained within the case is the device, roll of steel trip wire containing 15 metres of wire,
a strip of tape containing screws and nails, a tension release attachment, and an instruction sheet. The
F4 coupling base is issued separately.
It was initially used with the “Coupling Base, Firing Device F1”. It was fitted with a No. 2A primer
and had a No. 27 detonator machine crimped on. It was protected in transit by a heavy walled plastic
sheath. The firing device is now normally used with the F4 Coupling base. The “Coupling Base,
Firing Device, F4” is more versatile than the F1 base as it can be used with Fuse Instantaneous, Safety
Fuse, Detonators, the US style demolition block and grenades. It can also be used with the “Adapter
fuze hole cavity 2 in, F5” for initiation of any projectile with a 2 inch fuze cavity. The F4 Coupling
Base is fitted with the M42 primer but no detonator which reduces the hazards involved with transit
and storage. The US M1 Base coupler can also be used with this device.
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The device is made of olive green plastic, as are the F4 base couplers.

The mode of use determines which pins are taken out to set the device. For use as a release device, the
round headed pin is removed. For use as a pressure device, the square headed pin is removed, for use
as a pull device, the square headed pin is removed, and for use as tension release it must be fitted with
the attachment and have the round headed pin removed. It should be noted that the two pins are not
interchangeable as they are made from different gauges of wire with corresponding holes.
Australian grenades were specifically designed to enable the use of the F1A1 firing device. The F1
Fragmentation grenade was used by removing the striker assembly and screwing the firing device
directly onto the detonator of the grenade. The F2 Smoke grenades could also be fitted with the firing
device by screwing it directly onto the threaded stub on top of the grenade.

F1 Fragmentation Grenade and Grenade fitted with Firing Device, Combination, F1A1

F2 Smoke grenade, note the threaded stub on the top.
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Examples of the packing tins from 1972, 1981, 1984 and 1992

Examples of the packing for coupling base F4
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Firing Device, Combination, F2A1, Practice

Country– Australia/New Zealand
Type– Combination, Practice
Length- 2.25 in.
Diameter- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body material- Plastic

Firing Device, Combination, F2A1, Practice
This is the practice version of the F1A1. It is exactly the same as the live version but is designed for
practice. Live detonators or detonating cord are not to be used with the F2A1.
The device is supplied with an F5 Coupling base which contains a live M42 primer. The primers in the
F5 base can be replaced by using a special Cap Replacement device. It can also use the earlier
“Coupling base F1” with practice detonator.
The device is blue to indicate practice. The F5 Coupling base is also blue but has a yellow hazard band
to indicate the live primer. The earlier Coupling base has a yellow band around the detonator protector
to indicate a practice item.
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Packing tins for Firing Device, Combination, F2A1, Practice dated 1971 and 1987

Packing for Practice coupling bases
Firing Device, Combination F3A1, Inert
Country– Australia/New Zealand
Type– Combination, Training
Introduced 1969
Length- 2.25 in.
Diameter- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body material- Plastic
This is the inert version of the F1A1. It is exactly the same as the live version but is designed for
classroom instruction. It is supplied with an F6 Coupling base which contains an inert M42 primer.
Both the device and coupling base are coloured dark blue but the F6 base does not have the yellow
hazard band.
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British
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Firing Device, Demolition, Combination,
L4A1
Country– Britain
Type– Combination
Introduced
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in. without spacer
Body Material- Plastic
This is the Australian F1A1 firing device,
known in British service as the L4A1. As
it is normally used with a flash initiator it
must be fitted with the spacer.
Firing Device, Demolition, Combination, L4A1

Firing Device, Demolition, Combination, L5A1
Country– Britain
Type– Combination
Introduced
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in. without spacer
Body Material- Plastic
This is a British modification of the
Australian F1A1.
The most obvious
difference is in the positive safety pin. The
British device has a much heavier pin that
is held in place by a cotter pin through the
positive safety pin preventing its removal.
The device is a compact unit capable of
initiating a boobytrap via Pull, Pressure,
Release, or Tension Release depending on
how it is set. The device will operate
under a pressure of 11.3 kg, a pull of 3.2
kg, or a release of pressure or tension of
1.1 kg.
The device is made of plastic in a basically
cylindrical form. There are lugs and
recesses molded onto the body that allows
it to be screwed, nailed or wired in almost
any position. A slot in the top of the body
accepts the sear plate that is held in
position by two pins, one with a round
head, one with a square head. A positive

Firing Device, Demolition, Combination, L5A1
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safety pin fits through the barrel of the body preventing the striker from hitting the percussion cap. An
alternative set of holes for the positive safety are located at 90 degrees from the normal holes. The
striker is made of aluminum with a plastic four pronged guide and spring stop near the point. The rear
portion of the striker has a groove that engages the sear. A striker spring fits over the striker. The
striker and spring fit into the body compressing the spring until the sear on the bottom of the sear plate
engages the groove in the striker.
The device is issued in a round tin or plastic case containing everything required to set the device in
any mode. Contained within the case is the device, roll of steel trip wire containing 15 metres of wire,
a strip of tape containing screws and nails, a tension release attachment, spacer and an instruction
sheet. The Flash Initiator is issued separately.
The firing device is normally used with the Flash Initiator with a 1C percussion cap but the US M1
Base coupler can also be used. When used with the Flash Initiator a spacer is added to the bottom of
the device to allow enough room for the Initiator to screw in.

The device is made of olive green plastic.
The mode of use determines which pins are taken out to set the device. For use as a release device, the
round headed pin is removed. For use as a pressure device, the square headed pin is removed, for use
as a pull device, the square headed pin is removed, and for use as tension release it must be fitted with
the attachment and have the round headed pin removed. It should be noted that the two pins are not
interchangeable as they are made from different gauges of wire with corresponding holes.
Firing Device Kit, Demolition, Combination, L26
These kits were introduced to provide a device with all necessary accessories in a kit form. The kits
comprise of a Firing Device L5A1, flash initiator, and the accessories for the firing device. The
L26A1 is issued with an L3A3 Flash Initiator, the L26A2 is issued with an L3A4 Flash Initiator, and
the L26A3 is issued with an L3A5 Flash Initiator.
Flash Initiator, L3A1, L3A2, L3A3,
L3A4
Introduced 1960’s
Flash Initiators are the link between
the mechanism and fuse or detonator.
The body is made of plastic and
contains an explosive cap (percussion
cap). Internally there is a conical
rubber grommet and plastic collar that
will grip the fuse and provide a
watertight seal.
One end of the
initiator is threaded to fit the firing
device, the other end has a cap that
screws into the main body, the outer
end of the cap is also threaded to fit
demolition blocks.
The fuse or
detonator is inserted through the end
of the cap and into the rubber
grommet. When the cap is tightened
down, it presses on the plastic collar
which compresses the rubber grommet
around the fuse.

Flash Initiator, L3A2 in packing box
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Flash Initiator, L3A4

Above- Flash Initiator, L3A4 component parts
Below- Flash Initiator, L3A4 in packing box showing box marking, dated 1982
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Examples of the packing tins from 1978 and 2000
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Egypt
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Firing Device, M338

Country– Egypt
Appears to be identical to the Australian switch, but the tension release device appears to be smaller
and of thinner material than normal. Also used with a fuze adapter with spring clip rather than the
coupling base.
No other information available at this time.

Firing Device, M338
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South Korea
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Firing Device, Multipurpose, KM142

Country– South Korea
Type- Combination
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body Material- Plastic

This is a Korean version of the F1A1/M142 device. It is manufactured by the “Koryu Pyrotechnics Co.
Ltd. It is identical to the Australian switch with the exception of a notch in the sear plate platform that
is not present in Australian or US switches.
The device is a compact unit capable of initiating a boobytrap via Pull, Pressure, Release, or Tension
Release depending on how it is set. The device will operate under a pressure of 11.3 kg, a pull of 3.2
kg, or a release of pressure or tension of 1.1 kg.
The device is made of plastic in a basically cylindrical form. There are lugs and recesses molded onto
the body that allows it to be screwed, nailed or wired in almost any position. A slot in the top of the
body accepts the sear plate that is held in position by two pins, one with a round head and one with a
square head. A positive safety pin fits through the barrel of the body preventing the striker from hitting
the percussion cap. An alternative set of holes for the positive safety are located at 90 degrees from the
normal holes. The striker is made of aluminum with a plastic four pronged guide and spring stop near
the point. The rear portion of the striker has a groove that engages the sear. A striker spring fits over
the striker. The striker and spring fit into the body compressing the spring until the sear on the bottom
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of the sear plate engages the groove in the striker.

The device is issued in a round tin or plastic case containing everything required to set the device in any
mode. Contained within the case is the device, roll of steel trip wire containing 15 metres of wire, a
strip of tape containing screws and nails, a tension release attachment, base coupler and an instruction
sheet.
The coupling base can be used with Fuse Instantaneous, Safety Fuse, Detonators, US style demolition
blocks and grenades.
The device is made of olive green plastic. The container is also olive green plastic and has markings in
yellow.
The mode of use determines which pins are taken out to set the device. For use as a release device, the
round headed pin is removed. For use as a pressure device, the square headed pin is removed, for use
as a pull device, the square headed pin is removed, and for use as tension release it must be fitted with
the attachment and have the round headed pin removed. It should be noted that the two pins are not
interchangeable as they are made from different gauges of wire with corresponding holes.
Firing Device, Multipurpose, Practice, K471
Country– South Korea
Type- Combination
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body Material- Plastic

This is a Korean version of the F2A1 practice device. It is manufactured by the “Koryu Pyrotechnics
Co. Ltd. It is identical to the Australian switch with the exception of a notch in the sear plate platform
that is not present in Australian or US switches.
The device is a compact unit capable of initiating a boobytrap via Pull, Pressure, Release, or Tension
Release depending on how it is set. The device will operate under a pressure of 11.3 kg, a pull of 3.2
kg, or a release of pressure or tension of 1.1 kg.
The device is made of plastic in a basically cylindrical form. There are lugs and recesses molded onto
the body that allows it to be screwed, nailed or wired in almost any position. A slot in the top of the
body accepts the sear plate that is held in position by two pins, one with a round head and one with a
square head. A positive safety pin fits through the barrel of the body preventing the striker from hitting
the percussion cap. An alternative set of holes for the positive safety are located at 90 degrees from the
normal holes. The striker is made of aluminum with a plastic four pronged guide and spring stop near
the point. The rear portion of the striker has a groove that engages the sear. A striker spring fits over
the striker. The striker and spring fit into the body compressing the spring until the sear on the bottom
of the sear plate engages the groove in the striker.
The device is issued in a round tin or plastic case containing everything required to set the device in any
mode. Contained within the case is the device, roll of steel trip wire containing 15 metres of wire, a
strip of tape containing screws and nails, a tension release attachment, base coupler and an instruction
sheet.
The coupling base is a practice version but has a live primer for practice use.
The device is made of blue plastic. The container is also blue plastic and has markings in white. The
base coupler is also blue but has brown band to indicate a live primer.
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The mode of use determines which pins are taken out to set the device. For use as a release device, the
round headed pin is removed. For use as a pressure device, the square headed pin is removed, for use
as a pull device, the square headed pin is removed, and for use as tension release it must be fitted with
the attachment and have the round headed pin removed. It should be noted that the two pins are not
interchangeable as they are made from different gauges of wire with corresponding holes.
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Norway
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Tennmekanisme Kombinasjon M142F1 M/Tennhette

Country– Norway
Type- Combination
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body Material- Plastic
This is a Norwegian version of the
Australian F1A1.
The device is a compact unit capable of
Firing Device, M142F1
initiating a boobytrap via Pull, Pressure,
Release, or Tension Release depending on
how it is set. The device will operate under a pressure of 11.3 kg, a pull of 3.2 kg, or a release of
pressure or tension of 1.1 kg.
The device is made of plastic in a basically cylindrical form. There are lugs and recesses molded onto
the body that allows it to be screwed, nailed or wired in almost any position. A slot in the top of the
body accepts the sear plate that is held in position by two pins, one with a round head and one with a
square head. A positive safety pin fits through the barrel of the body preventing the striker from hitting
the percussion cap. An alternative set of holes for the positive safety are located at 90 degrees from the
normal holes. The safety pin has a plastic cord attached to help in removing it. The striker is made of
aluminum with a plastic four pronged guide and spring stop near the point. The rear portion of the
striker has a groove that engages the sear. A striker spring fits over the striker. The striker and spring
fit into the body compressing the spring until the sear on the bottom of the sear plate engages the
groove in the striker.
The device is issued in a round tin or plastic
case containing everything required to set the
device in any mode. Contained within the
case is the device, roll of steel trip wire
containing 15 metres of wire, a strip of tape
containing screws and nails, a tension release
attachment, and an instruction sheet.
The firing device is used with the Coupling
base. The coupling base can be used with
Fuse Instantaneous, Safety Fuse, or
Detonator and will fit the US style
demolition block and grenades with the same
threading. The coupling base is fitted with
the M42 primer but no detonator which
reduces the hazards involved with transit and
storage. There are two types of coupling
bases, one sized to fit normal sized fuse, the
other sized to fit shock tube. They are
identified by a white dot on the base
indicating use with normal fuse, the other is
marked “Nonel” indicating use with shock
tube.
The device is made of olive green plastic, as
are the base couplers. The container is

Packing tin for the M142F1
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plastic with white markings.

The mode of use determines which pins are taken out to set the
device. For use as a release device, the round headed pin is
removed. For use as a pressure device, the square headed pin
is removed, for use as a pull device, the square headed pin is
removed, and for use as tension release it must be fitted with
the attachment and have the round headed pin removed. It
should be noted that the two pins are not interchangeable as
they are made from different gauges of wire with
corresponding holes.

Base couplers, white dot indicates
fuse, “Nonel” denotes one used with
shock tube.
Tennmekanisme Kombinasjon M142N Ekserser
This is a Norwegian version of the
F2A1 Practice. It is a training version
made of very dark blue plastic which
appears black. It is identical to the
live version.
The container is also made of very
dark blue plastic which appears black
and has markings in white.

Firing Device, M142N

Packing tin for Firing Device, M142N
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United States
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Firing Device, Demolition, Multi Purpose, M142

Country– USA
Weight- 1.2 oz.
Length- 2.25 in.
Width- 1.6 in.
Height- 1.1 in.
Body Material- Plastic
The M142 was introduced into American
service in about 1972. It is a direct copy of
the
Australian
“Firing
Device,
Combination, F1A1”. The devices were in
fact manufactured in Australia for the
American forces.

The device is a compact unit capable of
initiating a boobytrap via Pull, Pressure,
Release, or Tension Release depending on
how it is set. The device will operate under
a pressure of 11.3 kg, a pull of 3.2 kg, or a
release of pressure or tension of 1.1 kg.

Firing Device, Demolition, Multi Purpose, M142

The device is made of plastic in a basically cylindrical form. There are lugs and recesses molded onto
the body that allows it to be screwed, nailed or wired in almost any position. A slot in the top of the
body accepts the sear plate that is held in position by two pins, one with a round head, one with a
square head. A positive safety pin fits through the barrel of the body preventing the striker from hitting
the percussion cap. An alternative set of holes for the positive safety are located at 90 degrees from the
normal holes. The striker is made of aluminum with a plastic four pronged guide and spring stop near
the point. The rear portion of the striker has a groove that engages the sear. A striker spring fits over
the striker. The striker and spring fit into the body compressing the spring until the sear on the bottom
of the sear plate engages the groove in the striker.
The device is issued in a round plastic case containing everything required to set the device in any
mode. Contained within the case is the device, roll of steel trip wire containing 15 metres of wire, a
strip of tape containing screws and nails, a tension release attachment, coupling body and an instruction
sheet. The coupling base is also issued separately. Early issues of the device were packed in round tin
boxes.
The firing device is normally used with the Coupling base but the US M1 Base coupler can also be
used.

The device is made of olive green plastic, as is the coupling body. The coupling bodies have a yellow
or brown band around the centre.
The mode of use determines which pins are taken out to set the device. For use as a release device, the
round headed pin is removed. For use as a pressure device, the square headed pin is removed, for use
as a pull device, the square headed pin is removed, and for use as tension release it must be fitted with
the attachment and have the round headed pin removed. It should be noted that the two pins are not
interchangeable as they are made from different gauges of wire with corresponding holes.
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Examples of packing tins for Firing Device, Demolition, Multi Purpose, M142
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At some point some examples of the M142 were
made in tan plastic. Containers were also made of
tan plastic with markings in black. The lot number
indicates they were made in the UK by “Mondial
Defence Systems Limited”. It is unknown if these
versions were ever used by the US or anyone else.

Firing Device, Demolition, Multi Purpose, M142
made in tan plastic
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Manufacturers

ADI
B&P
BUL
CMZ
CRC
CY
D over B
EA
EMI
ESS
FHH
GHG

KYC
Kynoch
LNO
L over G
LP
MAI
MD1
MDSL
ME
MMC
MRP
MTL
NEC
NJD
OPI
PA
PTR
PXC
RHN
RM LTD
SGK
SND
SNL
SPE
S over J
TGCo
TGSR
T over T
UDD
WWE
Y over B

US
US
AUS
UK
US
US
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
US
UK
US
US
US
UK
UK
US
UK
UK
AUS
US
NL
US
UK
US
US
US
NL
US
US
UK
US
US
US
POR
US
UK
UK
UK
US
US
UK
US
UK`

A. C. Gilbert Co.
Automatic Temperature Control Co. Philadelphia, PA
Australian Defense Industries
Boon & Porter Ltd.
Whittaker Corp, Columbus Milpar Div.
Cravens Railway Carriage and Wagon Co. Ltd. Darnall, Sheffield
Chorley
Blackwood Trading Co., Kingston-on-Thames
Electric Apparatus Co., Vauxhall Works, London
Electric and Musical Industries
ESS Signs Ltd., Edgeware Road, Hendon
G. H. Garland & Co. Ltd, Nibthwaite Road, Harrow, Middlesex, England
Geometric Stamping Co.
Euclid, OH
Gladhills
John W. Hobbs Corp.
Keystone Alloys Co. Ltd.
UK
Kynoch Ltd.
Gledhill
Lang Pen Company Ltd., Aubrey House, Ely Place, Holborn Circus EC1
Maryland Assemblies Inc.
Ministry of Defence 1
Mondial Defence Systems Limited.
Maribyrmong Explosives
Marquette Corp.
Mast Technology Inc. Independence MO
Navajo Army Depot
Ordnance Prod Inc.
Picatinny Arsenal
Ambac Ind Inc, Pace Co. Div.
United States Army Ammo Depot.
Security Signals Inc.
Seneca Army Depot
Sociedede Portuguesa de Explosivos
H.A. Sward Co. Inc.
UK
J Lucas
The Gramophone Co.
The Gramophone Co. Springfield Road
Tecalamit Ltd., Brentford
Wembley Electric Appliances
Universal Match Corp. Ferguson Mo.
Bryant and May
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